


THE CONCEPT

Walltopia Ziplines are a breathtaking 
attraction for thrill-seekers of all ages 
and experience levels.

Suitable for both urban and natural 
settings, they have low operating 
costs and thus represent the perfect 
addition to any facility looking to 
boost their revenue.

Additionally, multiple Ziplines can be 
built in parallel in order to let visitors 
share the ride   — transforming this 
already emblematic experience into 
a social one.

Flexible zipline solutions, 

built to last, for indoor and 

outdoor facilities



Starting platform

The layout of the platform is 
designed to provide easy and 
safe operation for a maximum 
throughput.

Harnesses

The harnesses provided (Basic 
Duo - Camp) prevents users 
from detaching without the help 
of the operating personnel.

Trolley

Walltopia Ziplines are 
usually fitted with Headrush 
Technologies’ “Lightspeed 
impact zip line trolley”.

Other less common trolley are 
also compatible but their uses 
are reserved to specific cases 
such as very long or fast lines.

Stand-alone Ziplines

As a stand-alone, Walltopia Ziplines can be built everywhere. They can exploit a natural sloping 
ground or, through a tower, create an artificial incline. Towers help build up excitement as visitors 
reach for the top and also have the added-benefit of offering a viewpoint

Add-on Ziplines

Walltopia Ziplines as an add-on offer a secondary exit from ropes courses & other adventure attrac-
tions to visitors. The last rush of adrenaline acts as a “grand finale” and leaves a long-lasting impres-
sion on the visitors’ minds. We recommend charging it as an extra on top of the price of the ticket.

MODELS COMPONENTS



BAO SON PARADISE
Hanoi, Vitnam

Facility Amusement park

Model Add-on zipline

Size 40 m / 131 ft

Completed 2017

Additional  

Products

Rollglider

Ropes Course

BOURNEMOUTH PIER ZIP LINE
Bournemouth, United Kingdom

Facility Public space

Model Stand-alone zipline

Size 250 m / 820 ft

Completed 2014

THE ADVENTURE ISLANDS
Westport, Ireland

Facility Public space

Model Add-on zipline

Completed 2013

Additional  

Products

Ropes Course

Line

Walltopia Ziplines use the 
highest quality steel rope for 
each and every project. All 
lines also feature a redundant 
safety system, further 
increasing participants’ safety.

Brakes

Steady decrease in the velocity 
is ensured by the provided 
braking device — Headrush 
ZipStop. It exists in different 
versions depending on the 
arrival velocity of the participant 
and is an industry-leading 
braking systems for ziplines.

The placement of the brake 
is calculated according to the 
exact parameters of your ride.

Landing platform

The landing area of each 
project is designed to ensure 
a smooth stop to the ride. The 
landing platform’s geometry 
and placement is tailored to 
the specifics of each project.

According to our operational 
directions, participants are met 
and guided by an operator to 
ensure a safe exit out of the 
platform.

COMPONENTS REFERENCE PROJECTS



LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT
Contact us at adventure@walltopia.com
or visit www.adventure.walltopia.com

OVER 1800 PROJECTS
IN 78 COUNTRIES ON 6 CONTINENTS

Founded in Bulgaria in 1998, Walltopia is a 
world leader in the Climbing and Adventure 
& Leisure industries. The company started 
out with the purpose of designing and 
manufacturing the most advanced climbing 
facilities in the world.

Our passion for science, technology and our 
obsession with excellence and safety, made 
us a leader and top expert in the Climbing and 
Active Entertainment industries.

We pride ourself with our highly complex 
projects that always deliver expected results 
– starting with the design, moving on to the 
installation and finally – the certification. 

Today we have the largest portfolio of classic 
and novel attractions that combine fun and 
entertainment with healthy doses of adrenaline 
for people of all ages. With sales offices in the 
USA, Canada, China, UAE, Asia Pacific, a Head 
office in Sofia, Bulgaria and four production 
plants employing more than 600 people, to this 
day, we have produced over 1800 projects in 
78 countries and on 6 continents.

Our products are installed across adventure 
parks, amusement parks, shopping malls, 
gyms, recretational areas, ski resorts, schools & 
universities, hotels and more.


